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Organizational Leaming
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No theory or model of organizatiouai learning has (videspreud
acceptance. This paper clarifies the distinction between organiza-
tional ieaming and organizational adaptation and shows that change
does not necessarily imply learning. There are different levels of
learning, each having a different impact on the strategic management
of the firm.

Systematic assessment of the stratagic manage-
ment literature suggests an interesting dilemma:
Although there exists widespread acceptance of
tho notion of organizational learning and its
hnportance to strategic pnrformance. no theory
or model of organizational learning is widely
accepted. Major research (Chandler, 1962; Dun-
cian, 1974; Jelinek, 1979; Miles and Snow, 1978;
Miller & Friesen, 1980; Shrivastava, 19B1) along
with more modest efforts provide the basis for
initial attempts to define, to deivalop, and to dif-
ferentiate organizational learning and its com-
ponents. Each has approached the subject from
different perspectives, leading to more diver-
gence.

The confusion stems as far back as two decades
ago, when Simon (1969] defined organizational
learning an the growing insights and successful
restructurings of organizational problems by indi-
viduals reflected in the structural elements and
outcomes of the organization itself. In this de-
finition, learning consists of the development of
insights on the one hand and structural and other
action outcomes on the other. One is a change in
states of knowledge—^not clearly perceptible; the
other often involves a change more easily visible
in terms of an organizational outcome. And, most
Important, ths two often do not occur simul-
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taneously, which makes the problem of distin-
guishing between them all tlie more important.

As a result of thi? confusion, theorists have
referred to learning as (a) new insights or knowl-
edge (Argyris & Schfin, 1978: Hedberg, 1981); or
(b) new structures (Chandler, 1962); or (c) new
systems (Jelinek, 1979; Miles, 1982); or (d) mere
actions (Cyert & March, 1983; Miller & Friesen,
1980); or fe) some combination of the above
(Bartunek, 1984; Shrivastava & Mitroff, 1982),
These phenomena are referred to as learning
(Cyart & March, 1963; Jelinek, 19/̂ 9); adaptation
(Chskravarthy, 1982; Meyer, 1982); change (Dutton
& Duncan, 1983; Mintzberg & Waters, 1982); or
unlearning (Starbuck, Greve, & Hedberg, 1978).

In all instances the assumption that learning
will improve future performance exists. The prob-
lem emerges around a clear definition of leam-
ing and the measurement of it, Tho purpose here
is to clarify these issues of definition so that a
better theory cari be built. An initial definition is
presented: Organizational learning means the pro-
cess of improving actions through. b'.<tter knowl-
edge and understanding.

Areas of Consensus

There appears to bo some agreement or consen-
sus regarding a theory for organizational leaming
in several areas.

Environmental Alignment

Convergence exists on the importance of align-
ment. Theorists such as Chandler (1962), Katz
and Kahn (1966) and Thompson (1967) have
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orguetl that tha ultimate cilterion of organiza-
tional perfotmance Is long; term survival and
growtli. To achieve this, orgitnizations align with
their environments to remain competitive and
Innovative (Barnard, 1938; Lawrence & Dyer,
1983; Lawrence & Lorsch, lSd7; Thompson,
1967), Henco a key promise of strategic miinage-
nient ',s an alignment between the organization
and its environment that maintains the competi-
tiveness and the survival of the firm over the
Inng iun (Hambiick, 1883; Summers. 1880),

Alignment implies that the firm must have the
fiotentlal to learn, unlearn, or relearn based on
its past behaviors. The works of Chakravarthy
(1882), Chandler (1962), Cyert and March (1963]«
Hambrick (1883), Miles and Snow (197e), arid
Miller and Friesen (1980) recognize the wide-
spread acceptance of this premise. In fact, Chak-
ravarthy (1882) argues that oi^anizational adapta-
tion is the es.$ence of strategic management be-
cause it in the key activity for dealing with
chang<3s occurring in the environment and in-
volves thu continuous process of making strate-
gic choices. Organizations have leeway and
chcico in how they adjust to a changing environ-
ment, and this leads to the capacity of organiza-
tions to learn over time (Miles, 1982). Thus,
organizational performance affects the organiza-
tion's ability to learn and to adapt in a changing
environment.

Individual versus Organizational LeBrning

Some agreement exists that distinctions must
be made hetween individual and organizational
ioaming. Though individual learning is impor-
tant to organissationSi organizational leaming is
not simply the sum of each member's learning.
Organizations, unlike individuals, develop and
maintain ieaming systems that not only iitflu-
snce thoir immediate members, but are then trans-
mitteti to others by way of organization histoiies
and norms (Lawrence & Dyer, 1983; Martin, 1982;
Mitroi'f SE Kitmann, 1976). Hedherg states it this
way:

Aithough organizatiana) leaming occurs through
individuals, it would be a mistake to conclude
that organitea tional learning is nothing but the
cumulative result of their members' learning. Orga-
rtlimiions donot have brains, but they have cogni-
tive systems and memories, As individuals de-
volop their parsonalitiaa, personal habits, and

beliefs over time, organizations devalop world
viewa and idoolagiea. Members come, and go, and
leadership changes, but organizations' memories
prassrve certain behaviors, mental maps, norms,
and values over time (1S81, p.B).
Much of the individual learning theory that

deals with repetition of speech and motor skills
does not characterize organizatiortai learning, at
least at the strategic level, in situations that are
mainly unique and nonrepetitive. Learning en-
ables organizations to build an organizational
understanding and interpretation of their envi-
ronment and to begin to assess viable strategies
(Daft & Weick, 19B4; Donaldson & Lorsch, 1683;
Starbuck et al,, 1978), It results in associations,
cognitive systems, and memories that are devel-
opad and shared by members of the organisation.

Contextual Factors

Four contextual fact<irs affect the probahility
that learning will occur: corporate culture condu-
cive to learning, strategy that allows flexibility,
an organizational structure that allows both inno-
vativeness and new insights, and the environ-
ment. These havo a ciicular relationship with
learning in that they create and reinforce learn-
ing and are created by learning.

Culture, An organization's culture manifests
itseif in the overriding ideologies and established
patterns of behavior (Martin, 1982; Schein, 1983),
Thus, culture consists of the shared beliefs, the
ideologies, and the norms that influence organi-
zational action-taking (Beyer, 1981; Pfeffer, 1981;
Mitroff & Kilmann, 1876), In fact, Kets de Vries
and Miller (1984) suggest that the culture can he
used to predict the actions taken. This is sup-
ported by Miles and Snow (1978), who demon-
strate that a firm's choice of strategic posture
(defender, prospector, etc) is tied closely to its
Gulture, that broad belief systems partially deter-
mine strategy and tho direction of organizational
change. Clearly, these norms will influence the
behavioral and cognitive development that the
organization can undergo. In turn, change and/or
learning in organizations often involves a restruc-
turing of those broad norms and belief systems
(Argyris & Schtin, 1978; Dutton & Duncan, 1982,
1983; Jelinek, 1978; Shrivastava & Schneider,
19B4).

StrategjcThe organization's strategic posture
partially determines its learning capacity. Strat-
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egy determines the goals and ohjectivas and the
breadth of actions available for carrying out tho
strategy. Thus strategy influences learning by pro-
viding a boundary fo decision mekihg and a con-
text for the perception and Interpretation of the
environment (Chandler, 1£62; Cyert & March,
1983i Daft & Weicfc, 1984), Similarly, the strate-
gic options that are preceived are a function of
the learning capacity within the organization
(Burgelman, 1983).

The stratcigic posture also creates a momentum
to organizational learning. Miller and Friesen
(1980) stress that the firm's strategic direction
creates a momentum that is pervasive and highly
resistant to small adju.3tments. Reorientations and
adjustments occur as widespread revolutions that
affect entire strategies.

Structure. Though often seen as an outcome of
learning, the organization's structure plays a cru-
cial role in determining these processes, Duncan
(1974) points out that different decision making
atructures are needed in the same organizational
unit, depending on tho degree of flexibility that
is required: A centralized, mechanistic structure
tends to reinforco past behaviors, wherQas an
organic, more decentralized structure tends to
allow shifts of beliefs and actions. By reducing
the information demands, the decentralized struc-
ture reduces the cognitive workload of the indi-
viduals, thereby facilitating the assimilation of
new patterns and associations (Galbraith, 1973).
Functional organizations may be efficient but are
less likely to adapt; questions of adaptability
emerge around issues of differentiation (Hre-
biniak & Joyce, 19ii4; Starbuck et al., 1978; Vancii,
1978). In fact, Meyer suggests that "formalized
and complex structures retard learning but that
learning is enhanced by structures that diffuse
decision infiuence" (1982, p. 533). Hence organi-
zations can be designed to encourage learning
and reflective action-taking, but this gonarally
means moving away from mechanistic structures
{Morgan & Ramirez, 1983),

Environments. If either the internal or extemal
environment is too complex and dynamic for the
organization to handle, an overload may occur,
and learning will not take place (Lawrence Kc
Dyer, 1983), Hedberg (1981, p.S) suggests that
"leaming requires both change and stability,.,
between learners and their environments," Al-

though too much stability within an organiza-
tion can bs dysfunctional (there U little induce-
ment to learn and/or change if established behav-
iors never grow obsolete), too much change and
turbulence make it difficult for learners to map
their environment (March & Olsen, 1975).

The procoss of learning involves the creation
and manipulation of this tension between con-
stancy and change; in fact, a certain amount of
sti'ess Is a necessity if learning is to occur (Can-
gelosi & Dill, 1965; Hedherg, Nystrom, & Star-
buck, 1976), The level of stress and the degree of
uncertainty about past successes determine the
effectiveness of the conditions of learning dis-
cussed, and they also influence how the environ-
ment is perceived and interpreted (Daft & Weick,
1984; Starbuck et al,, 1978; Weick, 1979).

Concept of Learning
Change, leaming, and adaptation have all been

used to refer to the process by which organiza-
tions adjust to their environment. The problem
is that these terms have not been used consis-
tently with the same meanings. As a result, the
organizational learning literature is full of multi-
ple interpretations of the concept. The following
are examples of this,

Hedberg (l;'Bl) suggests that it is misleading to
equate learning with adaptation. The former
involves the understanding of reasons beyond
the immediate event, the latter simply means
defensive adjustment. Yet he emphasizes that in
one form of learning, behavior requires no undor-
standing. This implies that simple adaptation
(with no understanding of causal relationships)
may he a part of learning, but that learning can
involve a great deal more.

On the other hand, Meyer (1982) usss the term
odaptation to refer to two forms of organizational
adjustment that both involve spme underst&^^d-
ing of action/outcome ciiusal links: Deviation-
I'ectucing adaptation occurs when there is under-
standing vtrithin a given framework, a given sot of
organizational norms; and deviation-amplifying
adaptation involves the creation of new causal
relationships built on a new base of assumptions.
Both of those types of adaptation form part of
what Hadberg (1981) calls levels of learning.

Two basic dimensions appear with some con-
sistency in the literature. One has to do with the
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content of learning. Is the adjustment a process
affecting primarily an otganization's interpreta-
tion of ovents (Daft & Woick, 1884), the develop-
ment oi shared understanding and conceptual
schemes among members of the organization
(HedbiM ,̂ 1981)? Or does organizational leaming
refer to the new responses or actions that are
based on the interpretations (Daft & Woick, 1884)7
For the framework developed in this paper, the
former is called cognWon development and the
latter, behavior development.

The other important dimension that emerges
refers to the extent of cognitive development, and
it has io do with the levei at which this develop •
menl lakes place. Does the process merely servo
to adjust parameters in a fixed organizational
structure, or does the development redefine the
rules and nhange the norms, values, and world
views (Argyiis & Sch5n, 1878; Bateson, 1972)?
This pjjper uses the typology introduced hy Bate-
son (1«72) and Argyris and Schdn (1978) and
developed by Hedberg (1881) to address this
Important dimension: lower-level and higher-
level leiaming.

Content of Learning

Tho content produced by the process of organi-
zational adjustment may be defined as the pat-
terns of cognitive associations developed by the
organiziition's members (Duncan & Weiss, 19'/9;
Hedberg, 1081; felinek, 1879; Pfeffer ik Salancik,
1970; Weick. 1878), Alternatively, the content
may be viewed as the behavioral outcomes that
reflect the patterns and/or cognitive associations
that have devdoped (Daft & Weick, 1984), The
distinction is similar to Schein (18(13) arguing
for three levels of culture: cognitive, behavioral,
and artilBctual.

However, especially in the context of organiza-
tional learning and adaptation, it is essential to
note the difference between cognition and be-
havior, for not only do they represent two differ-
ent phenomeita, but also one is not necessarily
an accurate reflection of the other. Changes in
behavior may occur without any cognitive asso-
ciation development; similarly, knov/Iedge may
he gained without any acccompanying changQ in
behavior. The links between changes In hehavior

and level of cognitive development may be de-
picted as in Figure 1.

Small changes in behavior do not tend to bring
about major cognitive development—the chang,e
may be too gradual for clear associations lo
omerge; nor do major changes in behavior imply
equally large advances in cognitive development.
In fact, nne school of thought suggests that action-
taking creating change may not be caused hy cog-
nitive growth but merely by a need to do some-
thing. Creating change may be creating the illu-
sion of learning such that management appears
to be in control (Salancik & Meii^dl, 1984; Star-
buck, 1983).

Hedberg (1981) suggests that thti development
of associations requires both change and stability.
Although too much stability and unchanging
behavior within an organization can lead to stag-
nation rather than cognitive growth, the opposite
extreme may prove to be an overload for organi-
zational members,

A number of strategic implications may be
noted when viewing a firm'3 position with regard
to change and learning and with regard to fit
with the environment. For instance. Position A
is typical of many bureaucratic firms in which
success programs have been firmly enpained:
No new learning takes place, and no attempts are
made to change. Hie steel industry operated in
this position until recently. In fact. Position A
may be appropriate in a stable and predictable
environment in which there is little incentive or
need for either change or learning. This may be
desirable to maintain strategies if little change is
desired, such as within a mature industry with a
dominant market share.

On the other hand. Position B represents firms
that keep taking actions, changing strategies, and
restructuring but with very little learning taking
place, Ths wave of merger activity during the
1860s represented rapid changes in the form of
acquisitions as firms diversified with little learn-
ing taking place (Salter & Weinhold, 1979). Also,
Starbuck et al,(1978) describe organizations in
crisis as reaching a point at vvhiich actions are
taken in hopes that one will just happen to reduce
the crisis. The actions are not basod on learning
or knowledge of what will work. Position B pro-
duces shocks for the organization with little
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Figure 1. Learning and change.

msultin|{ senso of direction. In an environni, it
In which accurate prediction is impossible. Posi-
tion B may bo a desirable temporary style suggest-
ing a retrenchment strategy to minimize losses.

Position C produces few changes, but these re-
present meaningful learning tools. Bartunek'^
11984) description of the fundamental changes
in the interpretive schemes and in the structures
of a religious order illustrate Position C, Chango
created meaningful modifications in the cogni-
tive development of the organization. New beliefs
and interpretive schemes developed. Position C
may bo most approjwiate in a turbulent environ-
ment in which renewal and innovation (forms of
learning and change) are crucial for survival but
too much change would cause the organization
to lose its sense of direction.

Finally, Position D, with its high propensity to
change and to iearn, may be appropriate in a
moderately turbulent environment. The internal
complexity and dynamism of such an organiza-
tion make it difficult to support a large amount
of stress from the extornal environment. It sug-
gests an invest strategy that producos slack within
the organization. Morgan and Ramirez's (1883)
descriptions of holographic organizations fit fii-ms

High

at Position D. They describe organizations that
are designed to be constantly changing with few
well-defined rules, such that the organizations
are better at learning, problem formulation, and,
hence, problem solving.

Levels of Learning

Within the category of cognition development
it is possible to identify a hierarchy based on the
level of insight and association building. Two
general levels are referred to as lower- and higher-
level learning.

Lower-ievel learning occurs within a given
organizational structure, a given set of rules. It
leads to the development of some rudimentary
associations nf behavior and outcomes, but these
usually are of short duration and impact, only
part of what the organization does. It i;, a result
of repetition and routine and involves associa-
tion building. Cyert and March (1963) identify
success programs, goals, and decision rules as
illustrative of learning based on routine.

Because of this reliance on routine, lower-leval
learning tends to take place in organizational con-
texts that are well understood and in which man-
agement thinks it can control situations (Duncan,
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1974). This apparent control over the environ-
ment is more characteristic of lower and middle
levels oi management than of upper levels, but
lower-level learning should not be confused with
lower levels ivithin the organisation. Any organi-
zation level may he involved with this process of
learning, Ths desired consequence of lower>level
leaming is a particular behavioral outcome or
level of performance. Though there may be far-
reaching effects, the focus of this learning is on
the immediate effect on a particular activity or
facet of the organization, Morgan and Ramirez
(.1903) describe this ao "functional rationality"—
mtionality that is based on leaming what has
worked in the past with simple, clenr-cut prob-
lems,

Duncan (1974) speaks of a pî oceŝ j similar to
Inwar-level leerning which he calls "behavioral-
level learning," that level of learning that is con-
cerned with controlling the firm as it adjusts to
tha environment—the des.\red level of leaming for
routine decisions, Argyris and SchOn (1878) refer
to it as "single-loop learning," that process that
maintains the central features of an organization's
"theory-in-use" or set of rules and restricts itself
to detecting and correcting errors within that
given system of rules,

lilgher-levol learning, on the other hand, aims
at adjusting overall rules and norms rather than
specific activities or behaviors. The associations
that result ftom higher-level learning have long
torm effects and impacts on the organization as a
whole. This type of learning occurs through the
use of heuristics, skill development, acid insights.
It therefore is a more cognitive process than is
tower-Ievsl learning, which often is the rasult of
repetitive behavior.

The context for higher-level leaming typically
iii ambiguous and ill-defined, making purely
repetitive behavior rather moaningle.Hs. This
ambiguity and environmental complexity charac-
torizes upper managemunt levels of the organiza-
tion where decision making norms are at least
partially detorminedi that is, where higher-level
laarning usually occurs. Considerable evidence
suggests that acme type of crisis is nncessary for
changes in highor-levcil leaming-~for example, a
new strategy, a new leader, or a dramatically
altered market (Miilor & Friesen, 1980; Starbuck
et al., 1878).

The desired consequence of this type of leam-
ing often is not: any particular behavioral out-
come, but rather the development of frames of
reference (Shrivastava & Mitroff, 1882), or inter-
pretive schemes (Bartunek, 1884), new cognitive
frameworks within which to mako decisions. In
fact, "unlearning" may be one of tho most impor-
tant consequences (Nystrom & Starbuck, 1884;
Starbuck, 1883).

Sometimes the results of higher-level leaming
become dysfunctional if it creates the develop-
ment of superstitions, associations, or norms that
support dysfunctional behaviors, ,Superstitions
or organizational "success" storioH can create the
inability or unwillingness to change (March k
Olsen, 1975; Pfeffer, 1981), The leaming can focus
on identifying ways of not changing, not experi-
menting, game-playing, maintaining the status
quo, and avoiding problems (Cyert & March, 18S3;
lories & Mitroff, 1880; Nystrom & Starbuck, 1884).
This may become very engrained aud require
shocks, jolts, or crises for unleaming, new higher-
level leaming, and readaptation to take place
(Lawrence & Dyer, 1883; Meyer, 1882; Nystrom
& Starbuck, 1884),

Discussion

A commonly expressed belief in the strategic
management literature is that organizations do
learn and adapt and that this enhances the or-
ganization's ability to survive. Consequently one
would assume that there is a theoretical frame-
work for looking at learning and determining if it
exists and, if so, how to improve it. Unfortunately,
there still oxists confusion regarding what is
leaming and how to distinguish it from unreflec-
tive change, A U.«ting of the major works in the
stream of research dealing with organizational
learning and adaptation (Table 1) further demon-
strates this. Next to each author is listed the labol
(learning or adaptation) that the author has at-
tached to the particular type of organizational
phenomenon in terms of tha two underlying
dimensions discussBd above (content aud level).

Of this list of 15 works on leaming and adap-
tation, 12 use the label "learning." Df these 12, 7
look at both behavioral and cognitive develop-
ment; a look only at cognitive and 2 only at behav-
ioral phenomena. The three works that use the
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Table 1
A Review of Organizational Learning

Author

Arg}'ris ft SchCn

Canijelosl & Ollt
(19&5;

Chakravarthy
(10821

QyCTt fit March
(I9ti3|

Daft & Weluk
11984]

Duncan
(ie?4J

Duncan & Weiss
(tS781

Hedberg
(lBEll

Isliuak
(18791

Miirch & Olsen
(18751

Mayer
{19821

Mile.i
(1SB2)

Mil«s & Riindolph
11980)

Miller k Friesen
(ISBO)

ShrivB&tava Be
Milroff

(ISBZj

r^bal

Learning
Single-loop
Double-loop

Loarnlng
intoraction between individual &
group adaptation

Adaptation

Looming
Adaptation of goals, attention rules
and search rules

Learning
Action after interpretation

Leorning
Behavioral tavei
Strategy laveii

Learning
Action-outcome ralaiionshipe

learning
Habit-forming
Discovery

Learning
OST-hallef sharing

Learning
Rational adGp'.ation
Interpretation

Adaptation
Deviation-reduclnft
Devialion-amplifying

Learning
Diversiiicatlon outcoiims
Planning foirmnlization

Learning
Keactivs learning
Proactive iaarning

Adaptation
Actions

Learning (Systemsl
Evolulionary
Designed

Meaning

Lower-levsl cognition
Higher-level cognition

Behaviurai development
Cognitive davelopinent

Cognitive development

Behavioral development

Behavioral development

Behavioral development
Cognitive development

Cognitive development

Behavioral development
Cognitive development

Cognitive development

Cogaitive development

Lower-level cognition
Higher-level cognition

Behavioral development
Cogniiive development

Behavioral davelopment
Cognitive development

Behavioral development

Behavioral development
Cognitive development

term "adaptation" range from dealing only v/itJi
behuvioral phenomena (Miller & Fri^sen, 1980)
to the "highest" level of cognitive development
(Meyer, 1982),

This brief review of the literatiue confirms that
there is little consistency in the applicetion of

terms to the concepts being examined. The only
patterns that can be detected are (a) the preva-
lence of the term "learning" over "adaptation,"
and (b) the tendency to look at both behavioral
and cognitive development regardless of the label.

Theories of higher-level learning are rere. Few
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telancos of it have biten observed (Hedbeig,
ShiivastavB, 1961). It ia uncloar whelJisr this is
because It Is a rare occurrence or becausa theo-
rists have not developed ways of descdbing and
measuring it. nuncan (1974) conUasts what he
calls "strategy-level leaming" with "behavioral-
level loaming." Tha former has more to do with
the development of learning rules, but he deter-
mines the level largely un the basis of formality
of thti learning process, Argyiis and Schfin (1978)
refec to this higher level as "double-loop learn-
ing": resolving incompatible orgnnizationai
norms by setting new priorities and weighing of
n :̂rms or by restricting norma altogether. Bar-
tunek (1984) provided some Insights in tho mea-
surement of hi^er-level learning by demonstrat-
ing the process by which changes in higher-level
teaming are intertwined with structural change
and tiy demonstrating the depth of aixatysis that
is nectissary to observe higher-ordor learning.

I'abie 2 summarizes the preceding discussion
of the levels of organisational leaming and iden-
tifies a number of activities that may be catego-
rized according to whether they represent lower*
or higher-level learning processe'i.

s: Fncuaed learning that may
beinorerepatltlonofpBBlbehaviors—usually ahoit
t«ni, surface, temporiaiy, but with associations
being formed. Gaptuies oniy a certain elemont—
adjustments in part of what the organiKation doas.
Single-loop. Routine level.
Hlgher-ieveJ /.earning; The development of com-
plex rules and assodations legarding new acttonB.
Davelopment of an undarstandtng of causntion.
Learning that affects tha entire organization.
Double-loop learning. Central normsi framos of
tefarance, and assurnptions changdd.

One difficulty is that when an incremental
change has been made in tho organizational
structure, it is difficuU to detormine whether it is
merely a changa or it is a response based on
understanding the relationship of that response
to environmental events and/or past actions. Mak-
ing organizational changes or adjustments does
not and should not automatically assume the exis-
tence of learning. Another difficulty is that organi-
isational learning relies on the people and groups
as the agency for thtt tiansferral of associations,
meanings, worldviews, and ideologies (Hedberg,
1981). In order to determine learning, one must
rely on the statemonts or actions of individuals

Table 2
Levels of Leorning

Lower-ievel Highar-Jeval

ChatacimlsUca

Consequence

Sxampiss

<• Occurs through rapeUlion

• Routine
< Control over immeijliate Issk,

rales & slructures

• Well-undorstood context
» Occurs at ali ievub ir:

organization.

s Bshaviorai outcome.i

« Institutionatkes formai ruies

• Adjustmenis in managemsnl
systemi!

K Problam-solvlng skilis

• Occurs through use of houristlcs
und insights

• Nonroutino
• Davaiopmont of differenilated

slructures. tuios, otc. to deai with
lack of control

• Ambiguous context
• Occuris niostiy In uppsr laveis

• insights, houristtcs, and coilactiva
consclouanDss

• New missions and new definitions
of direction

• Agenda salting

• Probiom-defininig siciiis
• DBvolopmont of nevf myths,

stories, and cuituro
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or groups rsprasenting the otganlzBtlon, end one
must separate behavioral and cognitivo develop-
snenl from each other ond from mere action-taking
or change.

These are difficuUias that must be overcome if
there is to ba further development of a theory of
organizationat learning. Certainly a first step is
the recognition of their existence. The second
step is reaching agreemont about the meanings of
the words used. To aid in resolving this dilemma,
the following definitions for learning end adap-
tation are suggested:

Learning: The development of insights, know-
ledge, and associations between past actions, the
effectiveness ol thaso acttons, and future actions.

Adafitatton.' The ability to make incremsntal
adjustiTients as a result of envlronmBntal changes,
goal structure changes, or other changes.

Conclusions
Organizational adjustment, whatever its form,

is a critical element of strategic management.
Recent longitudinal studies (Lawrence & Dyer,
1983; Mintzberg & Waters, 1982) demonstrate the
importance of analyzing the adjustment decisions
a firm makes over time, it also is important to
analyze whether these decisions demonstrate
unref lective action-taking or in-depth understand-
ing of past actions.

The literature survey above suggests that this
distinction has been observed—7 of the IS works
rofer to (versions of) both behavioral and cogni-
tive developmeni:. The survey does indicate,
however, that there is considerable inconsistency
in what is being observed and how it is being
measured. What is called "learning'* in one is
"adaptation" in another and "action" in yet a
third.

Once one accepts that organizational learning
and change may be two different processes, tho
dilemma becomes a measurement problem. Be-
havioral adaptation can be measured by changes
In management systems, decisions, and the allo-
cation of resources. Organizational learning that
represents changing associations, frames of re-

fetenco, and programs begs a methodology that
demands a more in-depth look at the functioning
of the organization. In order to measure lower-
level learning, one can look at changes in the
systfiiris and so on, but to distinguish it from
purely behavioral adaptation one needs to know
if association development has occurred.

The area of research focusing on higher-level
leaming is particularly relevant to strategic man-
agement because it is this level of leaming that
will impact a firm's long term survival. Some
research questions that might be proposed are:

1. Are certain activities, such as experimentation,
unlearning, and strategic problam formulatiun
characteristic of organizations with more davnl-
oped higher-level laarning?

2. How do organizations develop disciiminatton
skills that distinguish whether a past success
prograin (lower-order learning) is appropriate
and when it is not?

3. Is momentum characteriatic of higher-level
learning as weli as lower-level lsaming?

4. Do diversified firms have batter skills for
higher-level leaming than de single business
firms? Or vice versa?

5. Is higher-level learning more characteristic of
global nrniB that operate in a multifaceted, com-
plex environment?

Application of the concepts developed in this
paper means developing methods for measuring
learning that are more than mere observations of
changes taking place. This is particularly essen-
tial for learning involving strategic management,
when situations are frequently unique, am-
biguous, and have different interpretations.
Learning necessitates experimentation, unlearn-
ing of past methods, and encouraging multiple
viewpoints and debate (Nystrom & Starbuck,
1884). The guidance of this process is an essen-
tial element of the executive function (Andrews,
1980}— to ensure that learning is occurring and to
assure the organization's long term survival. The
measuremnnt and analysis of this prgcess is an
essential element of the researcher's function.
Researchers can help to guide organizations and
executives by developing better methods for dis-
tinguishing between types and levels of organiza-
tional learning.
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